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Indigenous people have their 
own perspective on being an 
indigenous person in Taiwan, 
and this is shown through music 
and self-presentation on social 
media in contemporary Taiwan.
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of the nation is Amis 
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In discussing the traditional 
i s s u e s o f Ta i w a n e s e 
indigenous peoples, the 
anthropologists used 1930 as 
the point of time to think that 
the indigenous peoples were 
still "traditional society" by 
then (Huang, 2001).



After 1979, the 
song was sung in 
the camp of the 
C h i n a Y o u t h 
Corps (硶㾴㿁).

PUYUMA TRIBE SONGWRITER 
KAO TZU-YANG (ṛৼ၇) 

1973
Various types of mountain service 
teams are exposed to various 
levels of mountain life through 
“agriculture", "domestic politics”, 
"group health”, "culture and 
education”, and "medical and 
health care."

We're One Family 
(౯㮉᮷ฎӞ疑Ո)

It was mistakenly known this song was 
made by LU Sen-Bao (Baliwakes) (褢祜䌌).

In order to examine the mountain folk 
s o n g s (���
�� ) s u n g f r o m 
indigenous societies in Taitung (��), to 
explore the music history of China Youth 
Corps is the core research (Huang, 
2012).



From vinyls to cassettes, it's not 
just the change of record carrier, 
but also the technique that affects 
the behavior of listening and music 
content.

Taiwan indigenous cassette culture is 
an "alternative media" culture of about 
30 years. It often appears as a mobile 
vending car on large events, such as 
Harvest Festival or grocery truck. The 
tapes contain the songs in mother 
tongue, Mandarin or Japanese sung 
by famous singers who are not known 
to the Taiwanese society outside the 
tribes. Tunes include indigenous 
tradition, innovative melodies or 
mixing (Chen, 2009a) with mixed 
features. Listeners of such cultures 
mostly have the characteristics of 
"regional" and “grass-roots".

 THE CASSETTE PERIOD



Paiwan Singer 
矎傀碢 莞聅襇

̻ፘየ̼ 
౯傶֦眤ٛ 
౯傶֦毣ዳ 
౯傶֦咳ṛ籞 

蝑ک䩚ጱ绚敎蠴ᴺ 
ܻ㬵ฎፘየ

Amis Singer 
ᴨ聅碢 ሳ舣
ሳ舣̻ᴨ聅碢蜰搊膚ใ̼ 
ሳ舣牏瓲㾴จ̻ઊ瑿眐稧̼

Puyuma Singer 
碢 檔耆ᵜܖܑ

檔耆ᵜ ̻蟸詂輱̼ 
෭承Ωͽͯ

THE FAMOUS SINGERS OF 
THE CASSETTE PERIOD

Two Han Chinese-owned small 
record labels in South Taiwan 
i s s u e d i n d i g e n o u s m u s i c 
cassettes earlier, accounting for 
more than half of the circulation.



The differences of the indigenous pop music between vinyls and cassettes during the CD 
era were the market, the creation and the route.
The first is the different audiences/consumers. The indigenous CDs published after 1996 are more 
closely related to the Taiwan record industry. In addition, the indigenous music of the CD period 
focused more on singer-songwriters.

THE CD PERIOD
After	 the	 1990s,	 indigenous	 folk	 songs	 entered	 the	
"CD	 era"	 under	 the	 in9luence	 of	 "world	 music"	 pop	
songs	created	by	Enigma	band's	appropriation	of	 the	
Amis	songs	performed	by	“Difang	Tuwana	(���)”.

Return to Innocence
Difang Tuwana - Drinking song



cultural activity

shape the image of 
indigenous people

 the positive intention of self-
reflection on the colonial 

history of Taiwan

MUSIC

The colonial history is inevitably the basis 
of research and, nevertheless, under the 
impact of indigenous music that is 
converging more and more with pop 
music, as well as the impact of diversified 
streaming music platforms and social 
media, their own identity and the practice 
of indigenous musicians need to be 
rethought.
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THE SOCIAL MEDIA PLATFORMS IN TAIWAN
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Two issues need to be solved in this regard: 
whether we can define the specific 
characteristics of Taiwanese indigenous 
music, and whether we can incorporate this 
definition into the identity that we have 
discussed as a research question.
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It can thus be seen that to explore the 
communication process of the 
Taiwanese indigenous musicians is 
significant in understanding the self-
representation of indigenous identity, 
especially when the indigenous people 
still need to present such an identity 
and to fight for the express right of self-
identity in Taiwan. ‘Doing’ indigenous 
identity is a work-in-progress for many, 
as the ritual of identity self-presentation 
is never done (Fraser and Dutta, 2008: 
40).



REFLECTION

➡Performing indigenous 
identity?
➡Fighting for their right?
➡Defining indigenous 
music?



Nobody Is an Outsider. (䷱磪Ոฎੴक़Ո)
For protecting the traditional land since February in 2017. This movement is still in progress.
Panai Kusui released her protest EP Panai on the Ketagalan Blvd. (“panai” means “ the spike of 
rice ” or female’s first name in Amis tribal language) in April 2017 and the second EP “Panai 
wandering in Ketagalan (㳓螇૬瓺窕窚懿)” was released in April 2018. 

THE ONGOING PROTEST 
ON KETAGALAN BLVD.  
㳓螇ಯ凗瞱媲蝱ᤈӾ

 TODAY IS THE 977 DAY ON THE ROAD
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